73-87 chevy truck ls conversion

No generic hope-it-fits parts here. Everything was developed on a real project truck for the best
possible fit. The center of this conversion is our engine mounts and crossmember kit. This
mount kit includes new frame brackets that bolt into existing holes in the frame. Unlike most LS
swap parts on the market everything here was made to work together, so you'll have clean
mounting of your engine and not a mix of unrelated parts. Our engine mounts position the
engine so there is no steering interference, and our crossmember maintains the proper
drive-line angle. There are many options to complete this conversion including, oil pans,
headers, fuel system, cooling, front accessories, and wiring. Simply scroll down through the
following part groups to see all that we offer for an easy, strong, and clean installation of your
LS engine. See our installation guide for more info on this LS swap. This 2wd mount and
crossmember kit locates the engine in the best place for use with late model overdrive
transmissions and front accessory drives. Includes motor mounts, frame brackets,
transmission crossmember, transmission mount, and hardware. Made from American made
steel and laser cut, precision bent, powder coated and feature polyurethane bushings with a
lifetime free replacement warranty. Contact us for individual components. This 4wd mount kit
locates the engine at the factory bell housing location so you can use your original
transmission, transfer case and crossmember. If using a late model transmission you will have
to relocate your crossmember and trim for fitment. Includes motor mounts, frame brackets, and
hardware. Click here for more info. The LH8 pan is the oil pan that our LS swap was designed
around. It comes standard or machined for the oil bypass valve to use with displacement on
demand or variable valve timing. Includes new full length windage tray, pickup tube, hardware,
gasket, dipstick, and our pickup tube girdle. We also offer our High Clearance oil pan that is
great for people looking for additional ground clearance. Original GM oil pickup tubes are
fastened to the pump with a single bolt mating flange on the tube. The bolt hole on the other
side is not used. Our Girdle is cnc machined aluminum and goes over the original mating
flange, wraps around the tube, and fastens using both bolt holes. It comes with two longer bolts
for install. Our ceramic-coated headers offer many features that are normally only found on
custom race headers. The mid-length headers use a gasket-less ball and socket type collector
for a leak free install. The long tubes feature a slip-fit collector that when used in conjunction
with band clamps offer great ground clearance. We offer several sizes so you can match them
to your horsepower level. Our stepped headers offer great high rpm performance while retaining
good low and mid-range power. Our long tube headers do not work with 4wd. Includes gaskets,
bolts, reducers, and O2 sensor bungs. Standard ceramic finish is polished silver, contact us for
bare steel and black ceramic coated pricing. The Stainless steel ensures maintenance-free
longevity. They feature a slip-fit collector that when used with stainless steel band clamps offer
the best ground clearance in the industry. The collector merge-spike increases power and they
include gaskets, bolts, and O2 sensor bungs. All of our stainless headers feature a collector
merge-spike that creates a smooth transition from the primary tube into the collector. It reduces
low pressure turbulence increasing the scavenging effect of the cylinders thus increasing flow
and power output. We have Stainless band clamps and header bolts along with reducer cones
to help you complete your exhaust system. These conversion fuel tanks solve the problem of
supplying your new LS engine with a steady flow of fuel. The tanks are made specifically for
your truck. The kit includes a fuel sending unit designed to work with your factory style fuel
gauge and fuel pump module features an in-tank wiring harness. The kit has two available
Walbro fuel pump options. The kit also includes gaskets, and hardware. They look like original
equipment from under the truck and are absolutely the best way to go when converting to EFI.
These are for pickup truck only. Our quick and easy complete fuel line systems includes
everything needed to go from the fuel tank to the LS fuel rail. Includes P. Click for more info.
These kits includes everything you need to swap out your original intake to a fabricated
aluminum, high-flow intake and convert to a larger cable-controlled throttle body. These are a
great option for those using a truck pull-out package. We now offer conversion radiators
specifically designed for your truck with an LS engine. They feature all aluminum construction,
but unlike others on the market, they have beautifully stamped tanks with strengthening
indentations just like your original. They're a double pass design putting the inlet and outlet on
the same side which greatly simplifies plumbing to the engine. The all important steam port
bung is welded into the upper part of the tank which lets your new LS engine vent properly.
They also include a sensor port that can be used for a coolant temp fan switch. Excellent
restoration type quality made in the USA. Available in bare aluminum or black and with or
without high performance electric fans installed. We offer both the standard 18" tall radiator as
well as the 21" radiator that came with trucks equipped with Heavy Duty Cooling. Please
measure your original before ordering. Muscle Rods Coil Relocation Kits alleviates the problem
of the rear coils hitting the power brake booster or air conditioning box when swapping the LS

engines into early vehicles. For more info click here. Whether you are looking for original
equipment style, or full billet custom, we have you covered. We have partial and complete kits in
several finishes, that have been tested to work with our other components and your truck. Hit
the link for more info. LS Conversion Specialists. LS engine swap kits for to cars and trucks.
Everything here is made specifically for your truck. Solid Race Bushings Also available are
solid race bushings for our engine mounts. Click here for oil pan install article. Oil pan kits
come with our exclusive pickup tube girdle. Muscle Rods Ceramic Coated Headers Our
ceramic-coated headers offer many features that are normally only found on custom race
headers. Smooth bends and transitions in stainless steel. Exhaust Accessories We have
Stainless band clamps and header bolts along with reducer cones to help you complete your
exhaust system. Fuel Line and Regulator Kit Our quick and easy complete fuel line systems
includes everything needed to go from the fuel tank to the LS fuel rail. LS Conversion Intake
Manifold kits These kits includes everything you need to swap out your original intake to a
fabricated aluminum, high-flow intake and convert to a larger cable-controlled throttle body.
Optional dual high performance fans installed. LS Swap Hoses and Line Kits Check here for
radiator hoses, transmission line and power steering kits to complete your swap. Wiring
Harnesses and Computer We offer many stand-alone harnesses as well as harness and
re-flashed computer packages. Great LSA build. Radiator with Fans. The Roadkill Muscle Truck.
Billet accessory drive for LSA supercharged engine. Home Back to top. Hello LSx Guys! Get
your C10 on the road daily - get your project on the road with this swap kit! It was designed
around our GM LH8 oil pan. Unlike most LS swap parts on the market this kit replaces the frame
brackets in addition to the mounts so you'll have clean mounting of your engine and not a mix
of parts that are weak and don't work together properly. The frame brackets bolts into existing
holes in the frame and and locates the engine to give you the most options for front accessories
drives. Unlike others, our kit positions the engine so there is no steering interference and
maintains the proper drive-line angle for smooth highway cruising. It provides clearance for the
factory AC box, power brake booster, and aftermarket suspension components. We offer a
complete line of headers that give unparalleled performance and ground clearance with sizes
that are matched to your engine combo. These combined parts offer an easy, strong, and clean
installation of your LS engine. See our installation guide for more info on this LS swap. Mount
and Crossmember Kit. Includes motor mounts, frame brackets, transmission crossmember,
transmission mount, and hardware. Manufactured from the highest grade American made steel.
They're laser cut, precision bent, powder coated and feature polyurethane bushings. Comes
with a lifetime free replacement warranty on the bushings. The oil pan our kit was designed
around. Comes standard or machined for the oil bypass valve for use with displacement on
demand or variable valve timing. Includes new full length windage tray, pickup tube, hardware,
gasket, dipstick, and our pickup tube girdle. Oil Pump Pickup Tube Girdle. Original GM oil
pickup tubes are fastened to the pump with only one bolt with a tear drop shaped mating flange
on the tube. There is another threaded bolt hole on the other side that is not used. Our Girdle is
cnc machined aluminum and goes over the original mating flange, wraps around the tube, and
fastens using both bolt holes. It comes with two longer bolt for install. These are not your
average swap headers. These headers offer many feature that are normally only on custom race
headers. The long tube headers feature bolt-on race inspired collectors for ease of installation
and tuning of primary length. The mid-lengths use a gasket-less ball and socket type collector
for a leak free install. They're ceramic coated inside and out to fight performance robbing
underhood temperatures then polished for a long lasting show quality finish. We offer several
sizes of headers so you can match them to your engine combination. Our stepped headers offer
great high rpm performance while retaining good low and mid-range power. They all include
gaskets, bolts, reducers, and O2 sensor bungs. This kit does not include headers. You can
upgrade to headers based on your power goals, or come back to order them when you are
further along. In either case, you cannot go wrong! Fast shipping, installed very easy. I am not a
professional mechanic. Also I have yet to install the motor. Can not comment on fitment, but
looking to be more than fine. I did not order headers. Wish I did. I will be ordering them from
here soon. All Body Panels Roll Pan. Recent Posts. Welcome to LSx Everything! As our name
implies, we are your one-stop shop for everything related to y â€¦. Mar 11th Leon Millette. My
fellow C10 friend! I hope that you are doing well! Are you building a C10, and are not sure i â€¦.
Rating Required Select Rating 1 star worst 2 stars 3 stars average 4 stars 5 stars best. Email
Required. Review Subject Required. Comments Required. Current Stock:. Quantity: Decrease
Quantity: Increase Quantity:. LH8 Oil Pan kit The oil pan our kit was designed around. Oil Pump
Pickup Tube Girdle Original GM oil pickup tubes are fastened to the pump with only one bolt
with a tear drop shaped mating flange on the tube. Add to Cart. Quick view. Choose Options.
Hello LSx Guys!. Get your A-Body on the road daily - get your project on the road with this swap

kit! It was designed around our GM Mount and Crossmember Kit Includes motor mounts, frame
brackets, transmission crossmember, transmission mount, and hardware. Customers Also
Viewed. This is the turbo kit you have been looking for! Tired of not being able to get your
dually out of its own way? Now you Tired of trying to piece things together? Look no further!
Hello LTx Guys!. Now that you are ready to install your new LS engine into your non-LS based
vehicle, you need to have the computer cooperate with its new surroundings. That means
elimination of VATS security , For those of you working on custom applications we offer our
engine mounts separately. To ensure proper driveline angle we recommend getting the Mount
and Crossmember kit together for standard LS Everything you need to run your fuel system,
minus the fuel pump! Unlike most LS swap Take a moment to drop by The Store and shop our
products. If you don't find what you're looking for, shoot us an email webmaster chevytrucks.
We add new items all of the time. Welcome, Guest. Please login or register. News: ChevyTrucks.
I have completed an LQ4 swap into my 85 C I originally wanted to find a way to run both of my
tanks with in tank pumps, but as I dig dealer into the mods, the novelty vs. So I am going to run
fresh lines to the right side, as this is more of a clean slate than running to the other side. I have
checked out the conversion posts, installing a stock baffled tank, modified stock 87 sending
unit, and upgraded pump. There are also a couple ready to go packages, offered by Holly and
others though, I suspect that the "others" are simply advertising the Holly product? Input is
greatly appreciated. Has anyone used the Holley package? Is there any benefit to using their
product over a stock '87 parts swap? I would only run in tank pumps, replace the hoses with
pressure rated hoses and the selector valve. EFI rated clamps are a must as well. You can also
make your own baffle similar to modern style sending units that are part of the in tank
assembly. The Holley sells their hydramat "fuel mat" that is supposed to work like an in-tank
baffle to keep the pump supplied if you use your existing tnak. However, I don't know anyone
who actually has one. In any case, you still need to buy the in tank pump also. Another option is
to install an external sump or surge tank, which is usually about quarts in size, and it both holds
the high pressure pump and serves as an external sump for your current tank. The FiTEch
product also gets pretty bad reviews on Summit, although they supposed have a newer model
that works better. It's everything. RockAuto Rant good luck if you have to return anything to
them. I have never had an issue return
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carnaviplayer
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ing stuff to RockAuto. I'm not interesting in the fuel mat thing I'd rather replace with an '87
baffled tank. I just ordered this. You would be ahead of the game by using the hydramat. The
baffled tank isn't that advanced in my opinion. It is just a 4 sided plastic wall in the bottom of
the tank. Chris Lucas chevytrucks captkaoscustoms squarebody. I agree that the hydramat is a
great idea, but can't believe how much it costs. And you still have to buy a high pressure fuel
pump and sending unit to use with it. Check out the page LS swapped c10s, has schematics,
how to and other valuable info. Although I don't recommend it, you can still use your external
pump with this an the stock non-EFI sending unit and Hydarmat.. The BEST place for long fuel
pump life however is in the tank submerged. There are several that have done just this and
found that it is just as expensive to skip the EFI tank and go with Hydarmat. This is straight off
of Holley's site, note it says C10 Longbed on the tank.

